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Leading the Los
Angeles Fashion
District in a New Era
By Deborah Belgum Senior Editor

Every day, seven tons of trash are collected in the Los Angeles Fashion District, up from six tons a day last year.
More trash on the streets is just one of the challenges that
Rena Masten Leddy has had to encounter since becoming the
new executive director last summer of the Los Angeles Fashion District Business Improvement District.
Other problems include the homeless who camp out on the
streets and sidewalks every night and addressing crime in the
district.
“Providing clean and safe services is 80 percent of our
business,” said Leddy, who took over from Kent Smith, who
stepped down as the executive director after heading up the
BID for 17 years. When Smith first came on board, the district
encompassed 56 blocks and had 300 business owners. Now it
covers 100 blocks and has 1,000 business owners, who con-
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The Leverage Makes
Millions From
Overlooked Market
By Andrew Asch Retail Editor

During a time when conventional wisdom says that retailers are not making big merchandise orders, The Leverage fashion house reported making millions of dollars from
an overlooked boutique market.
Leverage, headquartered in Irvine, Calif., started business in 2014 selling men’s denim tailored to urban markets.
People living in these markets may live a long drive away
from a mall and fast-fashion stores such as Zara and Forever 21.
Chris Ngo, the co-owner of Leverage, said his company
made $20 million in revenue in 2016. He forecast that it
would make $24 million in revenue in 2017 on a business
founded on serving independent boutiques in minority
neighborhoods, a market that is ignored and often misun-
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Reformation Brings Eco, Tech Store Concept to LA

PHOTO BY MATTHEW MILLMAN

Like the San FranReformation made fashion
cisco store, the new Los
headlines in Northern CaliforAngeles–area stores will
nia this year when it opened an
feature touchscreens in
eco-friendly boutique that feathe dressing rooms and
tured retail tech such as touchthroughout the stores.
screens. The women’s fashion
The screens will keep
line recently announced that it
track of garments and
will bring its new store concept
items in the store and
to its hometown of Los Angealso help customers in
les.
dressing rooms. SomeOn May 30, it is scheduled
one trying on clothes in
to open a 2,140-square-foot
a dressing room could
boutique to the Platform bouchoose a garment style
tique center in Culver City, nine
from the screen and the
miles west of downtown Los
styles will be brought to
Angeles.
the dressing room.
On June 6, the compaEach fitting room is
ny is scheduled to open a REFORMATION ECO: In February, Reformation opened an eco-friendly, techinformed boutique in San Francisco, pictured above. Photo by Matthew Millman
equipped with a “magic
3,275-square-foot boutique at
wardrobe.” It will be
rose Ave. by a landmark pink building that
8000 Melrose Ave. near the
cross street of Fairfax Avenue. When the houses the Paul Smith flagship, will remain stocked with garments selected by the conMelrose store opens, Reformation will run a Reformation store. But it will sell vintage sumer trying on clothes in the fitting room.
a chain of six stores. Reformation’s current clothes from Reformation, according to a The consumer can request additional garments be placed in the magic wardrobe by
Los Angeles store, located at 8253 Mel- brand representative.

tapping the screen. The shopper also can tap
the screen to inform sales staff that she will
make a purchase. A sales associate will prepare purchases for a sale.
Dressing rooms are also outfitted with
customizable lighting and headphone jacks
so shoppers can bring their own music.
The stores will aim to provide ecologically sustainable services by offering reusable totes and hangers made from recycled
materials.
Walls will be coated with ecologically
friendly, low-VOC paints, or paints that release few chemicals into the atmosphere
compared to higher-VOC paints.
In November 2016, Reformation opened
a 120,000-square-foot sustainable factory in
Vernon, a short drive south of downtown Los
Angeles. The Reformation facility employs
300 people, including some former American Apparel sewers and staff, according to
a Reformation statement. In 2017, the brand
introduced two new categories, swim and
children’s clothing.—Andrew Asch

Funko Acquires SoCal–based Fashion Accessories Company Loungefly
Brian Mariotti, chief executive officer of
Funko, in a statement. “As we continue to
extend our business into new and existing
categories, this transaction provides us with
key capabilities in the accessories and handbag category. We see tremendous opportunities to combine their creative design process with our speed-to-market capabilities,
expanded distribution channels and broad
license portfolio to deliver accessories to
our loyal fans featuring their favorite pop-

swisstulle Ltd. is a leading
European bobbinet and warp knit
manufacturer with headquarters
in Switzerland, founded in 1912.
• Factories in Switzerland and
UK
• Servicing Bridal, Haute
Couture, Pret-a-Porter, Lingerie
and Embroidery Market
• Experts in high quality Silk and
Cotton Bobbinet, as well as,
Rigid or Elastic Rachel Tulle
• Innovation
• Quality
• Unparalleled Customer Service
• Custom orders welcome
Contact: Martina Callegari
will be pleased to show you
our collection, m.callegari@
swisstulle.ch or visit www.
swisstulle.ch
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culture icons and characters.”
Based in Everett, Wash., Funko designs,
sources and distributes collectible products.
The company recently acquired certain assets of London-based Underground Toys
Limited, which manufactures licensed
products for film and TV properties such as

“Doctor Who” “Ghostbusters,” “Peppa Pig”
and “Game of Thrones.”
Founded in 1998, Loungefly is based in
Chatsworth, Calif. The company produces
handbags and other accessories that are sold
nationwide in specialty stores, boutiques
and department stores.—Alison A. Nieder

EVENTS

Wolk Morais Shows Collection 5
To make a Wolk Morais runway show, you
need a few main ingredients.
A basic ingredient
is a classic Hollywood
backdrop. For its May
22 show, the independent design label headed
to Yamashiro, a veteran
Hollywood restaurant,
to host the fifth Wolk
Morais collection since
the brand moved to Los
Angeles. The 100-yearold Japanese restaurant is
nestled in the Hollywood
Hills, offering commanding views of Los Angeles.
Similar to its past col-
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Pop-culture consumer products company
Funko LLC has acquired Loungefly, a
Southern California–based contemporary
fashion accessories company that produces
products under licensed brands such as Disney, Marvel, Star Wars, Sanrio and Pokémon.
“We have long admired Loungefly and
the company’s unique and differentiated
collection of accessories and are excited to
welcome them to the Funko family,” said

lection, which took a bow in November 2016,
Wolk Morais’ new line took inspiration from
classic Hollywood styles. Also continued
from the past collection are a few pieces bearing the Wolk Morais monogram logo, which
featured an art deco–like treatment of the letters “M” and “W.”
Looks included outfits with evergreen
striped trousers and gold-link suspenders.
Another look was a tangerine crepe doublebreasted suit and monogram blue denim
overalls.
There was also a bit of 1930s-era Hollywood DNA in styles such as a raspberry
striped pajama suit and a dove-gray doublebreasted crepe dress suit. Another look with
some Busby Berkeley–era inspiration was an
ostrich-feather dressing gown. Florals also
made an appearance in Collection 5. There
was a floral print shirt and a floral silk double-breasted suit.—A.A.
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Tukatech Introduces New Cloud-based
Solutions for Design Community
Los Angeles–based technology and software company Tukatech is increasing its
offerings for the design community. At the
recent Texprocess technology trade show in
Frankfurt, Germany, Tukatech introduced a
new suite of applications, including several
patent-pending applications and processes the
company says will eliminate sketching and
any “misinterpretations” that occur as a result.
The software uses existing 3-D garments,
real-scale prints, Pantone colors and pattern
repeats.
Tuka3D Designer Edition is a visualization application that allows designers to show
their concepts virtually without the need for
a pattern. The patent-pending program allows
users to virtually build a garment from a library of virtual assets. Users can see print repeats and placements in true scale on the garment body and the final-concept visuals can
be presented in a design meeting, used in a
tech pack or sent to a vendor for visual reference.
TUKAstudio is a suite of print-development applications that can be used with other
graphic-design software programs. Users can
create and preview repeat patterns, check and

Centric Launches Visual Innovation Platform
to Share Information Visually Across Company
Departments in Real Time

change colorways, and separate colors for
print screens. There are fabric-texturing modules to create enhanced digital fabrics. Users
can create yarn-dye weave patterns and knits,
which can be viewed on a design flat or on a
virtual garment.
An Adobe Illustrator Plug-In allows users to add placement prints to graded patterns
that can then be sent to Tukamark, Tukatech’s
marker-making software, which configures efficient marker layouts.
Tukatech’s Tukacloud operates as a “Webbased digital sample room,” allowing designers and merchandisers to work directly with
vendors and manufacturers. In the cloud, users can access all data exported from Tuka3D
and other systems in a central platform. Digital files are stored in a protected platform that
allows users to access information from anywhere in the world.
The Tukabank is a library of PDF patterns
or 3-D virtual style files available for download.
Subscriptions for Tuka3D Designer Edition start at $29 per month. For more about
Tukatech’s virtual product-development technologies, visit www.tukatech.com or email tukateam@tukatech.com.—Alison A. Nieder

Campbell, Calif.–based technology
solutions provider Centric Software has
launched the Centric Visual Innovation
Platform, a collection of digital boards
for mobile devices such as the iPad and
the iPhone, as well as large-scale, touchscreen televisions.
This new platform is aimed at both
executives who need strategic overview
information as well as users who need
drill-down capabilities and mass automation of executive decision making.
Centric VIP’s digital boards include
mood boards and material and style
boards to help with allocation and merchandising. There are sales boards to ensure accurate information can be shared
in real time. The platform is geared for a
wide range of positions from executives
to the creative, merchandising, product
development and sourcing teams.
“Centric VIP was conceived in close,
on-site partnerships with the world’s
leading brands and retailers and is a fully
market-driven, game-changing innovation,” said Humberto Roa, Centric’s vice
president of innovation, in a statement.

REAL ESTATE

Fashion District

Continued from page 1

tribute funds for safety enforcement and cleanup crews as well as other services.
But as the district is transitioning into a hip
area with 24-story apartment buildings replacing parking lots, artist lofts filling old garment
manufacturing sites, and sophisticated restaurants and hotels moving in, the district is taking on a new feel that is shifting away from its
fashion roots.
“There has been a lot of conversation
around the vision for the next five, 10 and 20
years. How does the BID interact or help to
create that new vision?” Leddy said.
Five years ago, no one would have
thought there would be a high-end boutique
hotel in the Fashion District. But the 2014
opening of the trendy Ace Hotel on Broadway in the historic United Artists Building
led the way for others.
Soon to follow was the Tuck Hotel, a
14-room boutique hotel that opened late last
year in a long-vacated building that once was
a warehouse and brothel at 820 S. Spring St.
in the heart of the Fashion District. Three new
hotels are being built around 11th Street and
Broadway: the Downtown LA Proper Hotel with 148 rooms at 1106 S. Broadway; the
Hoxton Hotel with 164 rooms in the former
Los Angeles Railway Building at 1060 S.
Broadway; and a new 377-room hotel being
developed by the Onni Group, which in 2016
purchased the 1920s-era Western Pacific
Building at 1031 S. Broadway from Steve
Needleman for $56 million.
The list of new apartment buildings going
up is staggering as is the number of old structures getting a new lease on life and being converted into living spaces.
In 2015, the Fashion District had 2,000 residential units. By 2018, another 3,500 will be
added, and by 2020 there will be some 7,500
units in the 100-block area called the Fashion
District BID, which started in 1996 as the first
business improvement district in Los Angeles.
There are now more than 950 property owners in the BID, who pay fees to support the
district’s annual $4.5 million budget.
Small, hip and independent stores are
quickly popping up too. Everyone is flocking
to Little Damage, a soft-serve ice cream store
at 700 S. Spring St. that constantly changes

its unique flavors and has been written up in
TeenVogue, Glamour and Cosmopolitan. Pop
Obscure Records at 735 S. Los Angeles St.
is generating buzz for its collection of used
records. And an art gallery is going up soon
between Eighth and Ninth streets on Los Angeles street.
Reflecting the rise of the Fashion District,
Los Angeles Street between Seventh Street
and Olympic Boulevard is getting a $1.77 million streetscape makeover with 26 new trees,
sidewalk improvements, curb bump-outs and
lighting at bus stops.
As the demand for traditional showroom
and retail space declines, the BID and its
property owners will have to figure out how
to fit in with the changes. “There is a lot of
stuff on our plate besides clean and safe,”
said Mark Chatoff, one of the founding members of the BID and president of the California Flower Mall.
That is one of the reasons Leddy was selected to lead the Fashion District BID. Over
the past decades, she has worked on business
improvement districts in Stamford, Conn.;
New Haven, Conn.; and Portland, Maine; and
worked as a BID consultant on projects that
took her to Grand Rapids, Mich.; San Antonio,
Texas; Sheboygan, Wis.; and Paia, Hawaii.
Marketing and event planning were some
of her duties working with other BIDs. She
organized a helium-balloon parade when
she worked in Stamford. It is still being held
every year right after Thanksgiving and is
one of the largest helium-balloon parades in
the United States.
When she worked in New Haven, a BID
property owner who had converted a longvacant building into housing had to put in a
grocery store on the ground floor as part of the
city’s approval process. “The developer went
everywhere to recruit grocery stores with no
success,” she said.
So she and the building owner created
a food co-op that had the feel of a small
Whole Foods market. “We created the
board, the membership and watched it being built and got the people who were the
vendors,” she said.
Elm City Market opened in 2011 with
536 members.
For the Los Angeles Fashion District, urban

NEWS

Aussie Retailer Showpo to LA
When Sydney entrepreneur
Jane Lu started posting pictures
of fast-fashion styles on socialmedia sites for her Australian
e-commerce label, Showpo,
she was surprised that she got
interest from California.
When Showpo’s denim,
swim and maxi dresses started
to sell in the U.S. in 2012, she
found herself going to her local
post office to send product to
California. Fast forward to the
present and Showpo makes 30
Jane Lu
million in Australian dollars.
By 2020, Lu forecasts the business could
earn nearly AU$100 million, and 50 percent
of that sum could come from business from
California and the rest of the United States.
Lu hopes to strengthen her bid for California business. By the end of this year,
she intends to hire five people, a team that
would include a buyer, in the Los Angeles
area. Since Australia and California are
located in different hemispheres and have

different seasons, a Los Angeles team is needed to shape
a merchandising program
that would be on trend and in
season for California and the
United States. However, Lu
noted that beach and casual
styles are at the forefront of
fashion in Los Angeles and
her hometown of Sydney.
She forecast that the company
would remain an e-commerce
company and not invest in
bricks-and-mortar retail.
Along with casual clothes,
Showpo makes women’s officewear. Core
price points for her clothes are $40 to $60
in American dollars. The label also makes
prom dresses and has made a big splash
in the “festival” category. In April she and
some friends attended the Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival, one of the top
events in America’s music festivals. “We
saw a lot of Showpo clothes at Coachella,”
she said.—Andrew Asch

renewal is happening in waves. While most of
the major urban renewal and changes have
evolved on the western edge of the district,
the grittier eastern side is slowly being transformed into a sleek urban mecca.
Where a centuries-old wholesale produce
market once stood on San Pedro and 11th
streets, there is now a bustling project called
City Market South, where 8-year-old
warehouse buildings have been transformed
into cool spaces. Italian eatery Rossoblu
just opened and The Slanted Door of San
Francisco fame is another restaurant coming
to the complex, which is being filled with
bars, creative office spaces and an event location covering 2.5 acres. Another 10 acres
is still being redeveloped. “It is a catalytic
project for that area because it is so huge,”
Leddy said.
Leddy was on the top of the list of finalists
for the executive director job. She worked as

the No. 2 person at the Fashion District BID
as the managing director and had a feel for the
district and its problems.
“She was trained under Kent and had a
lot of experience with other BIDs around the
country,” said Brad Luster, a Fashion District
board member and president of Major Properties, which owns a few buildings in the
Fashion District.
Others like the new perspective she has
brought to the job. “She has brought fresh
energy to the board and to the BID with new
ideas,” said Chatoff of the California Flower
Mall.
Leddy has been delegating more jobs to
the board and organizing committees to tackle
the various problems of homelessness and
street vendors. “She is very forward looking
for the district,” said Mark Levy, a BID board
member and president of City Market South.
“She sees a future vision.” ●
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The new platform focuses on three
areas: collaboration, decision making
and execution of decisions. Information
can be projected on a giant touchscreen
television as well as directly to individual
devices, where users can drill down into
details.
The platform can pull information
from first-level line plans, track changes
and incorporate feedback before finalizing unit commitments. Changes are updated automatically and approvals and
tasks are sent to the appropriate executives and teams.
“Centric VIP is a dramatic innovation
that transforms our customers’ business
by collapsing their time to market, delivering massive streamlining and speeding
their execution. It is truly a game-changing innovation,” said Chris Groves, Centric president and chief executive officer.
In June and July, Centric Software will
hold a series of seminars to demonstrate
the platform in person. For more information, visit www.centricsoftware.com
or email centricevents@centricsoftware.
com.—A.A.N.
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Will Google Assistant Become
Retail’s Next Big Thing?
Technology company Google recently
announced new angles to its Google Assistant. With a voice command, Google Assistant can offer help with a number of tasks,
such as making phone calls, playing music
and looking up information, similar to Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Echo.
New apps for Google’s voice assistant
will give app developers the opportunity to
push the voice assistant in directions it had
not approached before, such as shopping for
clothes or ordering food off of a menu, according to a blog posted by Brad Abrams,
product manager for Google Assistant.
For those using the app for commerce, the
apps could transmit payments and also track
and modify an order.
Executives for physical and e-commerce
boutiques said that commerce coming from
voice-based assistants has not been a conversation topic or something for which they are
actively planning, according to informal interviews with a handful of retail chiefs. The rapid
pace of business trends over the past decade
has proved that today’s little-known technology can become tomorrow’s new moneymaker.
Tom Caporaso of New York–based
Clarus Commerce said that voice-based assistants have a good chance of becoming the
next big thing.
“Voice-based assistants are now integrated into many facets of our lives, including
our cell phones, cars and devices like Google
Home and Amazon Echo,” Caporaso said.
“So people are quite familiar with the value
and convenience that the technology brings.
Amazon, especially, has seen early rewards
from Echo users, who are spending 10 per-

cent more and making 6 percent more purchases than they were before owning the
device. Amazon sold an estimated 9 million
devices alone during the 2016 holiday season, which just proves that there is a market
and a significant interest surrounding voicebased technology.”
Caporaso is chief executive officer of
Clarus Commerce, which owns and operates
FreeShipping.com and ShopSmarter and
works in the field of e-commerce, subscription
commerce and premium loyalty solutions.
Still, commerce from voice-based assistants may not be right around the corner,
Caporaso said. Since consumers currently
cannot view a product with a voice-based
assistant, commerce from the app might be
limited to reorders of items they know and
have purchased before.
In the past decade or so, many new technologies have been introduced—and not all
of them succeeded. Along with forecasting
new fashion trends, retailers now must predict which technologies are going to take
hold. Brooke Taylor Corcia, founder and
chief executive officer of The Dreslyn, a
downtown Los Angeles–based e-commerce
business, said that retailers should ask a few
questions about a new technology before
getting involved with it.
“Is there a need for it in the market as a
solution? Or is it just an interesting feature
that can lose interest over time? What are the
costs to introduce the feature versus the benefit gained? It seems the things that stick add
value. [They] are easy to implement or affordable to purchase and are simple to use,”
she said.—Andrew Asch
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DENIM

S.M.N. Plans To Offer the ‘Real’ Premium

ANDREW ASCH

ANDREW ASCH

COURTESY OF S.M.N.

S.M.N. Studio sells men’s denim that retails from $200
to $600, but the pricing is not a repeat of the go-go days of
Los Angeles’ premium-denim business from a decade ago
when denim labels typically asked consumers to pay hundreds of dollars for a pair of jeans, according to Jazmin Kim,
cofounder of S.M.N.
Kim says that her brand, headquartered in Vernon, an industrial city a short drive away from downtown Los Angeles,

It is built around quality control. A staff of 15 people works
at the 20,000-square-foot plant. It’s small enough where Kim
can overlook the details of the operation and oversee production, said Mark Tourgeman, an S.M.N. brand strategist and
a denim business veteran who has been working in the field
since the 1980s.
“I have not worked with a company that is hands-on “A to
Z.” We handle sampling, development, washes, fit, pattern.
It’s practically a product from a tailor,” he said.
Kim’s alternative brand started more than a year ago.

are no details on the back pockets of the jeans, Kim said. A
leather patch on the back of the jeans bears the imprint of
S.M.N. in plain letters, which blend with the color of the
patch.
Denim veteran Vince Gonzales said that the label “premium” might have been used too loosely during the premiumdenim heyday, a time that ended during the Great Recession
of 2008.
“They were using ‘better’ fabrics, not ‘premium’ fabrics,
typically from Europe and Japan,” he said. “A real premium

COURTESY OF S.M.N.

By Andrew Asch Retail Editor

S.M.N. STYLES: From left, a Ron Herman store window for S.M.N.; jeans from S.M.N.; at their Vernon factory, Jazmin Kim, left, and Mark Tourgeman; and a Ron Herman table with S.M.N. clothes

is an alternative and offers a different value proposition.
“A decade ago, it was all about branding,” she said. “You
wanted to show that you owned the brand. It was a luxury
statement,” she said of denim and consumer attitudes during
the administration of George W. Bush.
Post Great Recession, post premium-denim gold rush,
Kim said she has a denim line that sidesteps hype and offers
minimal branding and labeling. The S.M.N. line stands for
Simple, Modern, Nonpareil. It provides what Kim says is
a garment that can be correctly defined as a premium jean.
The premium value is rooted in the label’s production plan.

S.M.N. produces men’s jeans and some other categories such
as sweatshirts bearing the word “denim.”
The line offers three core fits. There’s “The Finn,” a tapered slim fit with a 13.5-inch leg opening. There’s “The
Hunter,” a standard slim fit with a 14.5-inch leg opening, and
“The Bond,” a slim straight fit with a 15.5-inch leg opening.
S.M.N. offers eight core washes and 15 seasonal washes for
its Made in USA collection. S.M.N. also produces a small
collection made in Japan, which represents 1 percent of the
brand’s collection.
S.M.N.’s premium-denim fabric is made in Japan. There

Spirit Lace
Enterprise

JERIAN

jean has a lot of treatments to it.” Many jeans offer a basic
wash or simple finishing and treatments. Gonzales is a brand
consultant to Japanese denim company Edwin and has been
in the denim biz for more than 25 years.
There is a robust future for premium denim, which retails
at high price points, Kim said, even in an era of fast-fashion
jeans, which can range from $9.99 to $39.99 at prominent
fast-fashion retailer H&M Hennes & Mauritz. According
to trend forecasters WGSN, American consumers typically
pay $50 to $75 for a pair of jeans. Even in an age when con-

➥ S.M.N. page 7

the hangers you were looking for...

Your best fabric resource
for Bridal Gowns and
Haute Couture
Featured at the Oscar and
Emmy Awards red carpet
events, celebrity weddings
and performances
• Lace
• Embroidery
• Appliqué and more
Innovative designs
In-house customization

Mark Zunino Bridal 2017

Visit our showroom at:
110 E. 9th St.
#A761-A763
Los Angeles, CA 90079
www.spiritlace.com
Make an appointment:
(213) 689-1999
info@spiritlace.com

more than 500+ different in-stock hanger styles
complete collection of wood, plastic, metal and satin hangers
low minimums on personalized hangers
specialized in full custom design solutions
hangers for swimwear, lingerie, menswear, sportswear, ladies wear and kids wear
servicing designers, fashion brands and retailers across North-America

jerianhangers.com
ALL RIGHT RESERVED - JERIAN PLASTICS INC. 2017
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sumers say that they want to spend less,
Kim believes that some will pay more for
the right product.
“Our customers are getting more
knowledgeable about clothes. They are
denim-smart customers who are not getting what they are looking for,” Kim said.
She contends that this customer has always been on the hunt for premium denim.
High-end boutique retailer Ron Herman
must agree. S.M.N. launched its first season, Fall/Winter ’16, in the Ron Herman
boutiques. A year later, one-third of the
jeans that S.M.N. sells in Ron Herman offer washes exclusive to the retailer. The
line also has sold at high-end New York–
area shops such as Blue In Green, Brooklyn Denim Co., Oak, Martin Patrick 3
in Minneapolis and Fred Segal in Tokyo.
The sales come during a time when
sales for premium denim have stepped
back, Gonzales said. The standard-bearing
boutiques for premium denim have closed.
Think New York shops Atrium and Scoop
and Lisa Kline in Los Angeles. “Hardcore denim heads never stopped buying
it,” Gonzales said of premium denim. “It’s
coming back. Not at the velocity of 10
years ago. It’s a cycle. People are coming
back to denim.”
Dio Kurazawa, WGSN’s director of
denim, also believes the future is bright
for premium denim. But it comes at the
expense of suits and office clothes. “The
greater acceptance of casual dress in the
workplace allows for better choices to be
made with relation to brand and trend.
Those suits being replaced by premium
designer jeans is a major benefit for the
premium-denim market,” Kurazawa asserts. ●

Leverage Continued from page 1

has a 45- to 60-day cycle from design to appearing on shop floors. The speed to market
derstood, Ngo said.
helps Leverage’s retail partners work at a
“When Magic Johnson started doing
fast-fashion pace.
business, like putting a Starbucks in the
Leverage also aims to serve other mar’hood, no one understood it,” Ngo said of
kets. In 2015, it introduced Crysp, a denim
the former Los Angeles Lakers star openline for a younger man who shops at speing a Starbucks location in South Los Ancialty shops. While Crysp shares some degeles in 2006. “But there is a lot of money
sign DNA with Embellish,
out there, and people want to keep it there.”
it retails for a lower price
Residents of urban neighborhoods are loyal
point, $40 to $70. It has
to their independent boutiques, he said.
been sold at retailers such
Manuel Jackson, a Los Angeles–based
African-American entrepreneur, designer and founder of The Gents
Closet, agreed that the urban market
continues to be ignored more than a
decade after Johnson’s initiative to
bring more businesses to minority
areas.
“If you go to trade shows and tell
people that your store is in the ’hood,
people won’t sell to you. They think
your demographic does not have LEVERAGE CHIEFS: Chris Ngo, left,
money,” Jackson said. “But the Af- and Lee Ramirez at the Agenda trade
in February 2017 in Las Vegas.
rican-American community spends a show
At right, an Embellish jean.
lot of money on fashion.”
as Zumiez and Jimmy
In 2014, Leverage introduced EmbelJazz. Also in 2015, Lelish, which Ngo described as a progressive
verage acquired men’s fashion line Lifted
denim line. With retail price points of $100
Anchors, which offers new looks every two
to $160, it offers looks such as motorcycleweeks. Mostly shirts and jackets, the line’s
style denim and jeans with treatments such
retail focus is direct-to-consumer at www.
as wax coating, acid wash, dip dyes and
liftedanchors.com, but it also has been sold
paint-splatter styling. It also offers a wide
at Karmaloop, the streetwear-focused erange of sizing. Many men’s brands don’t
commerce shop headquartered in Ontario,
make pants for waists larger than a 38. EmCalif., and at Australian boutique chain
bellish offers waist sizes from 28 to 44.
Culture Kings. Leverage’s other brands
Because of the unique looks and wide vainclude boot collection Foundation Footriety of sizing, Ngo said that Embellish has
wear, which it has sold at Pacific Sunwear,
been placed in retailers such as Selfridges
and Haus of JR, a line of high-end clothes
in London. NBA stars such as Chris Paul,
for toddlers.
Isaiah Thomas and D’Angelo Russell have
In 2016, Leverage also expanded from
been spotted in Embellish jeans. Embellish
IMAGES COURTESY LEVERAGE

S.M.N. Continued from previous page
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a 5,000-square-foot warehouse in Irvine
to a 20,000-square-foot warehouse, also
in Irvine. Ngo said the 40 people working
at Leverage handle the company’s design,
production, sales and logistics. Ngo and Leverage co-owner Lee Ramirez wanted to do
everything on their own after being burned
time and again as independent sales representatives.
In 2012, Ngo and
Ramirez opened Leverage as a sales agency.
“It was years of helping
build brands, and once we
got them to big doors and
when the contract was
up, [brands] wouldn’t
renew.” Ngo said. “We’d
always have to panic and
look to the next brand,
the next brand, and at
the end of the day none
of them were loyal. I get
it. It’s business, and it is
cutthroat. But my partner
and I were over doing it.”
They learned to design and produce clothes
while making their first collection for Embellish. Ngo said that they gained wisdom
by making every mistake in the book. To
learn about logistics and fulfillment, a consulting company helped guide the development of Leverage’s logistics section.
Leverage anticipates introducing a couple of new lines by the end of 2017. But the
company doesn’t plan to seek a higher profile. “Orange County is overlooked. We’d be
two times as big if we moved to LA.”
But Ngo said he will remain an Orange
County guy. He grew up in Orange County,
and all of his friends and family live there. ●
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California College of the Arts hosted
its annual runway show—called the 2017
Fashion Experience—on the back lot of
the college’s San Francisco campus. This
was the first runway show under John
Bauernfeind, who took over the chair of
CCA’s Fashion Design Program last fall.
The May 11 show featured 10 designers and a diverse mix of “street-cast”
models against a diaphanous structure
created by CCA architecture students.
On the runway, three of the fashion
designers were from California, including Northern California natives Eliza
Oakley and Camille Malland. Oakley
took inspiration from skater style to
create a collection that played with proportion and scale. Malland drew on her
American and French roots to create
a collection she described as “trashy,”
“classy” and individual. Southern Californian Yui Fukunaga used denim, wool
and leather to create a collection inspired
by the makeshift resourcefulness of the
homeless people she saw on her daily
commute.
Florida native Sterralda Osias took
inspiration from her family, including
her Haitian father and his interest in the
solar system to create a menswear collection that blended aspects of the Mercury
spacesuits with Western wear.
Aigne French found inspiration in the
environment of her hometown, Philadelphia. She used embroidery and bright
colors to emulate the graffiti and uplifting
murals she saw in her childhood neighborhood.
Vipavee Kang is from Thailand but
said memories of her grandmother in
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California College of the Arts

Saba Bagherzadeh Matanagh

Aigne French

Ziqi Wang

Singapore with her sewing machine
inspired her to try to sew. Kang’s collection featured wrapped and layered
pieces that could be worn in a number of ways.
In creating her collection, Iranian-born Saba Bagherzadeh Matanagh envisioned a creative working
woman who travels for business
but wants to have fun at the same
time. Her collection draws inspiration from Persian architecture and Hanyue Zhang
Jiexin Li
shades of turquoise and blue with
men’s pieces entirely in white. She
pops of bright shades such as fuchsia.
was inspired by doctors’ and nurses’
Three of the students in the show—
uniforms as well as the white sheets
Hanyue Zang, Jiexen Li and Ziqi
found in hospitals to create her colWang—are from China.
lection of oversized, draped pieces.
Zang drew inspiration from men’s
CCA’s Fashion Design Program
shirts for her collection of womenswas founded in 1996 to be a cross-diswear, which featured crisp, striped
ciplinary program driven by ideas and
shirting fabrics paired with polka dots
emphasizing design concepts and skill
and pops of red. Li envisioned an indevelopment. The program is one of
dependent thinker as are her muse for
22 undergraduate and 12 graduate proher men’s and women’s collection of
grams offered in art, design, architecture
layered and draped pieces rendered
and writing by CCA, which was foundin nearly all black. In contrast, Wang
Eliza Oakley
ed in 1907.—Alison A. Nieder
showed a collection of women’s and
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The Credit- and Debit-Card Business Is Booming
Credit, debit and prepaid cards in 2016 saw a purchase
volume increase of 7 percent based on a year-over-year
comparison, according to The Nilson Report, a Carpinteria,
Calif.–based trade publication reporting on the payments industry. In America, credit, debit and prepaid cards’ purchase
volume reached $5.648 trillion in 2016.
Nilson also recently announced a breakdown of how much
retailers pay to accept cards. It is $1.49 for every $100 in
card sales, David Robertson, publisher of The Nilson Report,
said. American credit, debit and private-label cards generated
$5.936 trillion to pay for goods and services last year.

The most prominent card companies, Visa, Mastercard
and American Express, as well as private-label cards—think
store cards—comprised $3.347 trillion in purchase volume,
which amounted to 56.38 percent of all card spending.
Controversy on the fees merchants pay to use paymentcard systems has been an issue for years. In 2010, the
Durbin Amendment of the Dodd-Frank Financial Reform
Act required the Federal Reserve to limit fees for debit-card
processing.
Some merchant groups and bank-card issuers sued the
Federal Reserve over the amount of merchant fees. In 2014,

Salute to Suppliers & Services
Asher Fabric Concepts

950 S. Boyle Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90023
(323) 268-1218
Fax: (323) 268-2737
www.asherconcepts.com
sales@asherconcepts.com
Products and Services: To address the need for innovative temperature-regulating knit fabrics in the activewear
market, Asher is introducing Cool Sport, spun on Asher’s
new Santoni knitting machines, which create micro gauge
knits for pure smoothness and compression. In 1991,
Asher Fabric Concepts, based in Los Angeles, transformed the apparel industry by offering cutting-edge,
high quality, “Made in U.S.A” knits for the contemporary
fashion, athletic, and yoga markets. Since then, the company has become internationally known for its premium
quality, knitted constructions with and without spandex,
along with its creative print design and application. Asher
Fabric Concepts provides fabric development, knitting,
dyeing, and finishing in addition to fabric print design and
printing capabilities based on each customer’s needs.
The company differentiates itself from the competition
by offering proprietary textiles and by continually updating and innovating every aspect of textile design and
production. With an in-house design team, new prints

are constantly added to its collection, and color stories
are updated seasonally.

Fabric Selection Inc.

800 E. 14th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90021
Ph: (213) 747-6297
Fax: (213) 747-7006
www.fabricselection.com
rosie@fabricselection.com
Products and Services: Fabric Selection Inc. is a
premier wholesaler, supplying the best-quality fabrics
and in-house designs to manufacturers, designers and
brands in the Los Angeles area and beyond. Whether
you need basic fabrications that you rely on each season
such as polyester/spandex, rayon/spandex, novelties,
solids, prints, knits, woven or more unique fabrics to
inspire your next collection, we can work with you to
secure a price that will fit with your bottom line. All of our
print designs are copyrighted.

Jerian Plastics Inc.

(Global Head Office)
1000 De La Gauchetiere West Suite 2400

a D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the Federal Reserve had rolled out the Durbin Amendment reasonably. But
it continues to be an issue in Congress. The Washington,
D.C.–based Retail Industry Leaders Association released
a statement in April stating that it opposed an announcement
by Jeb Hensarling (R–Texas) of the House Financial Services Committee to repeal swipe-fee reform.
“Preserving swipe-fee reform is essential for the retail
community and will remain our top priority in the debate
over financial reform,” Austen Jensen, vice president, government affairs for RILA, said.—Andrew Asch

Montreal (Quebec)
Canada H3B 4W5
(514) 448-2234
Fax: (514) 448-5101
info@jerianhangers.com
www.jerianhangers.com
Products and Services: Jerian Plastics Inc. is a global
hanger manufacturer and a premium store fixture distributor where you can source all your hanger store
fixtures and garment packaging needs through our
worldwide network facilities. At Jerian, we always have
in mind to provide our clients with cost-effective plastic hangers and top-quality personalized custom-made
wooden hangers specially designed to enhance the highest standards of the fashion industry and to fit the latest
trends in the store interior-design market.

merchandising needs. We successfully launched production of RFID price tickets last year. This demand is being
greatly driven by the big retailers such as Macy’s and
Target. Our growth and market dynamics have resulted
in opening up a production center in Tijuana, Mexico. We
have also added advanced die cutter technology in our
Los Angeles production center to streamline our production
efforts and to strengthen our packaging capabilities. A very
important part of our business is FLASHTRAK, our online
ordering system for price tickets, custom products and care
labels. Our mission is to deliver high-quality products at
competitive prices, wherever they are needed for production. We understand the rush nature of this industry and
strive to meet the tight deadlines facing our customers.

Progressive Label

110 E. Ninth St., Suite A761-A763
Los Angeles, CA 90079
(213) 689-1999
info@spiritlace.com
www.spiritlace.com
Products and Services: Our fabrics and textiles are
carefully chosen from around the world, mainly European
and Oriental regions. We carry different types of laces and
embroideries such as Chantilly lace, Alencon lace, Venice
lace, all over embroideries with or without beads, embroidered fabric with 3-dimensional appliques, handmade
appliques, tulles, trims, etc. We work with bridal designers
and haute couture fashion brands across the country.
Most of our articles are in stock at the California Market

2545 Yates Ave.
Commerce, CA 90040
(323) 415-9770
Fax: (323) 415-9771
Info@progressivelabel.com
www.progressivelabel.com
Products and Services: Progressive Label is dedicated
to helping companies develop and showcase their brand
identity. From logo labels and hangtags to care/content
labels and price tickets, we will develop, produce, and
distribute your trim items worldwide. We specialize in
producing custom products that will meet your design and

Spirit Lace Enterprise
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Center. In-stock items require no delivery turn time. We
help customers to arrange either p/u or delivery; others
might vary from three weeks to nine weeks (not including
shipping time). Our collection is updated according to
forecasting trends every season. More than 20 years of
experience.

swisstulle

Contact: Martina Callegari, Sales Director
+41 (0) 71 969 32 32
Fax: +41 (0) 71 969 32 33
m.callegari@swisstulle.ch
http://swisstulle.ch
Products and Services: Founded in 1912. We are one of
the leading European warp knit Tulle and Bobbinet Tulle
manufacturers, producing in Switzerland and England.
Our expertise is rigid and elastic warp knits for fashion
categories such as bridal, haute couture, and lingerie
as well as the embroidery markets, including technical
applications that excel in performance and quality. We
have the latest machinery with a staff that guarantees
quality standards. We cover the whole range of widths
with special focus on large widths, resulting in exclusive
wide seamless fabrics. Integrated dyeing and finishing
is an essential part of our quality and service strategy.
This listing is provided as a free service to our advertisers.
We regret that we cannot be responsible for any errors or
omissions within Salute to Suppliers & Services.
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•••••SANCTUARY CLOTHING •••••
PRODUCTION MANAGER –
CONTEMPORARY WOMENSWEAR
• Manage and oversee all aspects of produc‐
tion. To include: Follow-up on order placements,
review of weekly WIP status and quality control.
• Manage and supervise team of production
coordinators.
• Troubleshoot quality and technical issues with
factories, mills, vendors.
• Ensure correct execution of products and
monitor production flow internally and exter‐
nally, from vendors to cross-functional depts,
including Product Development and Technical
teams, in ensuring absolute timely delivery
according to production calendar.
• Execute quality control initiatives, including
QA analysis and solutions. Enforce production
standards set, as well as good interpretations
to SGS/QC audit reports.
• Excellent understanding of logistic process, as
relating to coordination of air and vessel import
shipments by working with vendors, freight
forwarders, and trucking companies.
• I mport and Domestic production experience.
Qualifications:
• Min. 5 yrs in managerial role from apparel
industry.
• Xlnt communication w/hands-on approach
• Team player, problem solver, master collabo‐
rator, articulate.
Qualified candidates please submit your resume
to recruitment@apparelteam.com.

ASSOCIATE GRADING/MARKER ROOM
MANAGER
Large, Privately held manufacturer, established
in 1964 needs an Associate Grading / Marker
Room Manager;
Job responsibilities May include: supporting yield
requirements and offering solutions for rework‐
ing fabric prints in development, grading, tech
pack entry, assessing and prioritizing work load
with the team in mind and other marker room
duties
Applicants need to have good communication
and organizational skills, and can multi-task
while working at a pace with an attention to
deadlines, must have pattern mak ing experi‐
ence as well as an understanding of fabrics and
marker making. Preferred candidates will have
3-5 years of exp. working in Gerber PDS.
Salary commensurate with qualification,
Excellent Medical and Dental Benefits, Generous
Profit Sharing and Pension Plan---fully paid by
the company.
Letty Hernandez
HR Manager-Paquette Mfg.
Fax # (323)267-1086
E-mail: lhernand@byer.com

PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
Los Angeles based clothing company is seeking
an energetic, qualified individual to work in a
fast paced environment. Must be extremely
organized w/strong communication skills
w/overseas factories and inter-office personnel.
Works well under pressure & maintains all
deadlines. Applicant must have xlnt computer
skills. Detailed tracking of prod'n T&A calendars,
managing WIP & other reports & follow up on
first fit thru TOP samples are a few of the key
responsibilities for this position. Must have at
least min. 2 yrs exp. in garment production.
Email resumes to: job@blueplt.com

PRODUCTION PATTERNMAKER
LA manufacturer Four Threads is looking for a
Production Patternmaker for Kid’s, Junior and
Missy product using our Gerber system. Must
be experienced in both knit and woven fabrics
and have minimum 5 years’ experience doing
production patterns. Candidate will need to do a
test pattern. Target Corp. experience a big
plus. Please send resumes and salary require‐
ments to: cathy.k@secretcharm.com

IMPORT FABRIC/TRIMS SOURCING
LA area Apparel Mfr for Girls/Women’s Fashion
Tops. Knits/Wovens. In-depth technical knowl‐
edge and QA standards. Strong identification
and resourceful methodology. Established
Import Suppliers.
Send resume: apparelsourcing2014@gmail.com
1ST PATTERNMAKER
Experienced 1st pattern maker in Jr. Woven’s /
knits / sportswear / dresses. Proficient in OPTI‐
TEX system / Microsoft Office / CS4 Illustrator.
Strong written and verbal communication skills.
Please e-mail resumes to: David Munoz at:
dmunoz@jayallc.com
SHOWROOM/IN-HOUSE SALESPERSON
L.A. based premium denim fabric co seeking an
enthusiastic salesperson w/excellent communi‐
cation skills, problem analyzing and solving; abil‐
ity in developing and maintaining clients as well
as marketing and office operations.
Email resume to shawnemail26@gmail.com.
ASSISTANT DESIGNER
JRs Fashion Tops. CAD expert using Photoshop
& Illustrator. High volume dept. Fabric & Trim
Send Outs.
Email: trankin@selfesteemclothing.com
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PATTERNMAKER & MARKER GRADER
Looking for (2) individuals with strong pattern‐
making and marker/grader skills to join a
highly-motivated team. Must have the ability to
create first patterns from designers sketch for
denim. Maintain all standards in regard to grad‐
ing, construction, how-to-measure, and other
procedures. Individual should be well versed in
Gerber software 8.7- 10.5.
Pls send all res. to:
lisa_sandoval@newfashionproducts.com
MERCHANDISE PRODUCTION
COORDINATOR
• 3-5 years experience in garment production
• Key qualities preferred: organized, detail
oriented, proficient in Microsoft, NGC and
Vantage Point software
• Experienced working with major retailers (e.g.
Walmart, Target, JCP, etc.)
• Please email resumes to: Michael Martinez at:
mmartinez@jayallc.com
DESIGNER-SWIMWEAR
Manhattan Beachwear, Inc. is currently looking
for a highly motivated, creative Designer to join
our team. Must have Women’s Swimwear
experience. Strong sense of fashion, trends,
design and construction. Adobe Illustrator and
Photoshop are a must. Send resume with
salary history to: hrdept@mbwswim.com
GRAPHIC ARTIST
Established Missy Contemporary label seeks
full-time graphic artist to produce CADs as well
as original artwork for textile printing. Must be
proficient in Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator.
Please submit resume with portfolio to:
jobsHR000@gmail.com
FITTING ASSISTANT NEEDED
Experience in garment measurement. Knowl‐
edge of Point of Measurement and garment
construction. Computer savvy, Excel/Word,
team player.
R esume: Missydesignhr@gmail.com

GRAPHIC ARTIST
Join our Graphics Team. Strong visualization
and creative input for fashion tops and
screened t-shirts. Knowledge of separations
and embellishment techniques. Fresh ideas,
self-initiative and team effort are critical. Create
innovative designs and artwork with a keen
understanding of our customers' needs. Must
be highly organized, driven for results and able
to communicate creative ideas clearly.
Submit PORTFOLIO with resume to:
screengraphics2016@gmail.com
ACCTS PAYABLE ANALYST
General Acctg principles, including contractor
and import processing. Must have Apparel Mfrg
Industry exp. Articulate communicator to Exec
Mgt, Contractors, Suppliers, Employees, etc.
Confidentiality, detail-oriented, urgency-minded,
organiz ed. High-demand work environment.
SAGE, AS400, Microsoft Office Suite.
Send res. to: trankin@selfesteemclothing.com
1ST - PRODUCTION PATTERNMAKER
Fast paced Junior/Missy company seeking 1st Production patternmaker. Candidates must
have 5-10 years experience in Wovens, Knits &
Dresses, be proficient in flat patterns, & Ger‐
ber. Must be organized and detail oriented with
great communication skills. Email resume to
Jax@libertylove.net
COSTING TECHNICIAN
For downtown LA dress manufacturer.
Minimum 5 yrs. experience preparing cost
sheets. Familiarity with fabrication, trims and
garment construction. Must be well versed
with spreadsheet and costing software.
Email: steve@beedarlin.com
ASSOCIATE DESIGNER
Fast growing women's contemporary company
seeks Associate Designer with 3-5 yrs experi‐
ence for sportswear line. Candidate must have
flair for fashion and detail oriented and know
Adobe Photoshop/Illustrator & Microsoft Office.
Please send resume to: jobshr000@gmail.com
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Buy,Jobs
SellAvailable
and Trade

35 YRS EXP'D
1st/Prod. Patterns/Grading/Marking and Specs.
12 yrs on Pad System. In house/pt/free‐
lance/temporary in-house as well. Fast/Reliable.
ALL AREAS Ph (626-792-4022)

WE BUY FABRIC!
Excess rolls, lots, sample yardage, small to
large qty's. ALL FABRICS! fabricmerchants.com
Steve 818-219-3002 or Fabric Merchants 323267-0010

F/T 1ST/PROD PATTERNS
35 YRS EXP'D
F/T 1st/Prod Patterns Missy, Jrs & Activewear
909 996-3269

•WE BUY ALL FABRICS AND
GARMENTS*
WE BUY ALL FABRICS AND GARMENTS. No lot
too small or large. Including sample room
inventories Silks, Woolens, Denim, Knits, Prints,
Solids Apparel and home furnishings fabrics.
We also buy ladies', men's & children's
garments. Contact: Michael
STONE HARBOR (323) 277-2777

For classified advertising :
call Jeffery 213-627-3737 ext. 280
email: classifieds@apparelnews.net
or jeffery@apparelnews.net

Jobs
RealAvailable
Estate

FOR LEASE

CREATIVE OFFICE SPACE
LA FASHION DISTRICT
213-627-3754
SPACE FOR LEASE
•In newly renovated Anjac Fashion Buildings in
the heart of Downtown Fashion District •Industrial, retail and office space also available
throughout the San Fernando Valley. Retail
and office space also available just south of
Downtown. 213-626-5321 or email info@anjac.
net

......JOINT VENTURES / INVESTOR......
FOR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Garment / Textile related
Only LA based companies
Email: edadayan@yahoo.com

For classified information,
visit apparelnews.net/classifieds
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